Adacel and Italy’s ENAV Sign Cooperation Agreement

The two organizations confirm their strong, longstanding relationship by forging a cooperation agreement to expand ATC simulation and training in common markets. The European ATC simulation and training market is a key component of Adacel’s ATC simulation strategy.

Orlando, FL (PRWEB) September 19, 2012 -- Adacel (ASX:ADA) has announced that the company has entered into a cooperation agreement with the Italian air traffic authority Ente Nazionale di Assistenza al Volo (ENAV) to support each other in future ATC related business ventures.

The agreement, signed in Rome by ENAV’s Massimo Garbini and Adacel’s CEO Seth Brown, confirms the strong relationship between the two companies and is intended to forge commercial cooperation in the field of ATC simulation and aviation English phraseology training. The agreement demonstrates the good faith between the two companies and opens the door for future growth by both parties in expanding their ATC training efforts to foreign markets.

“We have worked closely with ENAV over many years”, said Adacel’s CEO Seth Brown. “This agreement cements our commitment to support their efforts in the ATC training arena and to mutually benefit from the cooperative deployment of ATC simulators and courseware in the training of future generations of air traffic controllers.”

Adacel’s ATC Unified Training Solutions provide a holistic family of tools that enable instructor resources to be focused where they add most value, while better preparing students, improving throughput and reducing failure rates. Students consolidate skills and phraseology on individual task trainers and advance through team training on full immersion simulators as their skills progress. The comprehensive tools include a device to train for aviation English proficiency and the ATC simulators provide hands-on training for all aspects of the ATC environment. They permit the development of higher proficiency levels at an earlier stage in controller training and can significantly decrease qualification periods and their associated costs.

About Adacel

Adacel is a leading developer of operational air traffic management systems, speech recognition applications and advanced ATC simulation and training solutions. The Company’s products are widely used throughout Europe, North America, the Middle East and the Pacific Rim. Adacel is regularly recognized as a top training and simulation company having received many prestigious awards in recent years.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.